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Wolf Black Attack
Wolves lose a tough one but come back with a win!

The Black Attack had a road weekend, starting off
Saturday night against the London Bandits. The squad
was short 2 players, and Aaron Jeffrey moved up from
his D position to the wing on a line with Colton Tucker
and Dawson Fielding. The Wolves started off on their
heels, allowing a breakaway in the first minute and an
early 1-0 lead for the Bandits.  The Wolves forwards
had a hard time gaining any momentum, but the D
were strong clearing the front of the net and limiting
the Bandits scoring chances.  The second period saw
the Wolves come alive, firing 15 shots against the
Bandit goalie and were rewarded when Will Maxwell
ripped a bad angle shot into far side of the net from
the bottom of the face-off circle. Aidan Brady fed the
puck to Maxwell after Stephen Cresswell made a nice
play at the blue line to keep the puck in the offensive
zone.  Unfortunately for the Wolves, the 3rd period would be a different story as they took 6 straight penalties and spent most of
the 3rd period in the box.  The Bandits were able to score a power play goal midway through the 3rd for a 2-1 win.

It was a quick turnaround for the Black Attack with a game in St. Thomas early Sunday afternoon.  The Wolves came out of the
gate ready to play this time and after an even 1st period, the Wolves took it to St. Thomas in the second and third periods.
Colton Tucker got the Wolves on the board in the second when he blasted a shot past the Stars keeper after getting a nice pass
from Jeffrey in the slot.  Dawson Fielding had the second assist, working hard in the corner for puck possession.   This line
provided more offense in the 3rd with a relentless fore check by Jeffrey and Fielding that led to the Stars defensemen mis-firing
the puck right to Tucker, who banged the puck home on the short side for his second of the game.  Spencer Bartels was solid in
goal and the D played tight in front of him to keep the egg on the board and a 2-0 win.

Player profile: Colton Tucker
Colton Tucker proudly wears #10 for the Black and Gold.
Colton, AKA tuktuk to his teammates was on fire in St.
Thomas, notching 2 goals while dishing out numerous clean
body checks, just like his favourite player, Alexander Ovechkin
of the Washington Capitals. Tuktuk’s speed and hard fore
check often leaves opposition D stunned as he steals the puck
and sets up his line mates.  Although Tuktuk’s  favourite video
game is Call of Duty 2, his Call of Duty is consistent hard work
and stellar play for the Black Attack.
Colton is a grade 6 student at Wellesley Public School and his
favourite subject is
gym.  When Colton’s
not playing hockey,
he prefers to soak up
his winter Vitamin D

in Mexico and in the summer play soccer.  His favourite pre-game meal is pasta followed
up with a huge piece of cheese cake – Colton is convinced cheese cake is the key to his
clean body checks! Awesome games this weekend Colton!

SCOREBOARD
Waterloo 1
London Bandits 2

Waterloo 2
St. Thomas Stars 0


